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Patched up the crack in the Liberty Bell
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TThe whole idea of a chain as a newspaper man-
agement concept is that resources may be reallo-
cated from a paper with strong revenues to

another with weaker.  But which one of us, as readers, and
as citizens of a community, would be satisfied to have our
community paper weakened, its staff and supplies and its
ability to present a cohesive image of our community ac-
tivities to us all diminished, so that another community's
paper, belonging to the same chain, perhaps one more fa-
vored by a faraway corporate manager, would thrive?
This is why Hendry and Glades counties need a Sunday
News that they can truly call their own.

Writing . . . .
Thank you for your advice and remarks. I've

been reading different things you've wrote
today. I can't quite describe your style. But I do

see confidence. I'm not a professional writer and have
no aspiration to be. I do though enjoy writing and
learning true facts. Writing music, who knows. It just
seems to show up, usually triggered by something
evenful. 
I would be considered by uneducated by most people's
definition, you probably see that with my Grammar
and punctuation. Although as a 9th grade drop out, I
would have to say that the education I do have has
been well earned and defiantly has value. It has raised
raised 4 kids all going to excellent colleges with self
means of funding. College of the 2 College of the
Ozarks (Hard Work U) ranked #2 best college in the
state of Mo. You work for your education and being
accepted is based on not only grades but character,
community service, recommendation among several
other criteria. 1 At University of Arkansas. Funded by
military. 1 at University of Nebraska also funded by
military. 
3 boys and one girl, the youngest. She writes very
well and very much enjoys it. Although she's a Span-
ish and Ministry major. Go figure! Very much a white
girl.
She helps with writing often. 
Sorry I do tend to ramble. And see your point about
being to much self involded. And lacking conversa-
tion. 
Really just meant to say thank you. And I enjoy your
writing.
Live well, Live right and Live Strong. 
Darrin Duvall. 

Darrin, you improve your writing only one way, and
it's not by thinking of yourself as a lofty talent.  I'm 70,
and had a lot of newspaper experience starting when
every sentence was a shutdown ordeal.  
The way you improve is by writing . . . . whatever.  A
lot.  Then, look it over and make your sentence more
conversational, topical, with common sense.  Will do
you no harm, and improve your life.

Best wishes, Raoul

What happens when the sweet deal is no more.
No more pegging us for fools. No more confi-
dence that a president is paid for. Back to real-

ity. Less trusted? A man of his word? Compared to a
secretary of state who shook down small countries? Bill
who cheated? Iran should thank Allah it's not Hillary who
was set to emancipate Iran's women!

Restore reality
I'm born '47, raised post-war amidst firm insistence on

the realities of life. We need to start anew,  CLEAR
OF WHAT'S UNREAL

Gonna have to rewrite the book COMPLETELY on
rearin' the cheer'un, next time for what matters, forgetting
racism, narcissism, misogyny, all unreal crap

Unless you got EVIDENCE of racism, misogyny, nar-
cissism etc., shut your mouth and get to work

Put your head down, shut your mouth, work together,
we are one.

As human
The spanish have a primitive form of cultural life.

Amor sangre muerte.  Valencia 1765 for my roots.
There's so much interpersonal barbaridad that their

language has developed layers of symbolism, like Ameri-
can blacks, to ease the pain of all that trauma.  Pretty thin
logic but glorious courage, family ties, work ethic
nonetheless.  I walked away from it.  Not hard, except on
them.  Blacks can learn something about black-on-black
murder by going to a bullfight, if they know what to ex-
pect, and ever see themselves as human beings not decen-
dants of something.
What's so dangerous to the NYTimes about intellectual
AND CULTURAL observations as to call for THOUGHT
POLICE? Besides the Anti Defamation Leaguers' mere
paranoia?

Unless you’ve got EVIDENCE of
racism, misogyny, narcissism etc.,
shut your mouth and get to work.

Childlike, 
conveniences

No faith is with education itself which be-
came babysitting, an indulgence out of
place in a competitive world. The kids we
raise become a cost of doing business un-
able, even if they wanted, to focus on re-
sults, understand what the customer
wants, and help pay the bills. 
To avert the burden, you abort your child,
you hopelessly, woefully lost girl. If
women were able to teach "respect" abor-
tion would've ended. 
Few individuals can.
Rather than face a world that ruins a
child, divorcing willy nilly, marrying un-
prepared, passing the "who cares" attitude
along to unqualified rookie teachers who
themselves have more propaganda than
real life experiences to share, meanwhile
females and immigrants evolving with in-
creasing demands, with answers unavail-
able, drowned out by saturation in an
entertainment world of disquieting fan-
tasy distractions, so kids start making up
their own fantasies for dramatic attention-
getting drama, and Democratic politicians
pick up on opportunities to funnel cash
into unrealistic with-it programs, narcis-
sism, misogeny, same-sex, whatever, non-
sensical "empowerment" illusions all, that
add to the confusion, and shield the final
trauma so abortion is reduced to amount-
ing to a convenience.

Sweet Iranian ‘79 Hostage last laugh
Blocking Mueller

At some point Democrats are going to have to start thinking about restoring their dignity,
just as these propaganda offices which own news dissemination apparatus are going to
have to think about regaining their own trustworthiness. Both will be long, painstaking

processes.
Are all the younger generation jerks? Or does only one jerk write that a "validated" investiga-

tion of DoJ and FBI "alters the fabric of our constitutional republic." Corruption exists, little
boys. Rooting it out doesn't "alter" any republic. A broom sweeps out the dirt. The reason De-
mocrats aren't invited is you can't clean house using dirty people. 

And not a day goes by without unmistakable proof of Democrats' utter disdain for trustworthi-
ness and blissful disregard for the consequences brought down upon themselves by transgres-
sions, that grow increasingly unconscionable in actions provoking more gawks played for
higher box office.

COST OF DOING DEMOCRATICALLY
The Russian-collusion affair reflected entirely on the reprehensible character of deep state in-

dividuals such as Robert Mueller, their corporate patrons and dregs of the Democrats, and not a
whit on President Trump. It was the cost we pay for having an open democracy whose culture
we've allowed to be undermined by a vindictive black-run administration whose ancestors we'd
been better off to've left in Africa.

The least we should do, eye for an eye, is spend a year on a witch hunt looking for anything
that can disbar Robert Mueller. Anything short allows this to stand as a precedent giving license
to future lawyers to incapacitate duly elected governments.

PULP FICTION GEARS GRIND ENDLESSLY ON THE TAXPAYER'S TAB
WSJ still concealing or falsifying its source, camouflaging as "public record," while FBI still

in the political business, probably directed by Rosenstein, of supplying harrassment data upon
demand. Looks like Mueller's raid on Trump personal lawyer was to feed innuendo to the press.

Mary Reaser: What is
the job of the FCC?

Correct words are afforded to us in our mother
tongue, such as "lying."

What is the job of the FCC?
THAT answer inevitably has to come to the res-

cue of Free Speech in America when liars have
absconded with the apparatus of a democracy's
information dissemination and treats it like a toy.

Mary Reaser: Free speech is one thing, but a
news organization licensed and charged with dis-
seminating actual, true events, with no opinion or
bias, to the public, is another.

Correct and essential to a democracy. 
My personal experience of 23 years in a rural

area dominated by a corporation has been that
lying is encouraged by advertising rag publica-
tions that publish unsigned, unverified harrass-
ment called "speak out." 

My solution has been transcribing recordings
religiously, somewhat the same approach as John
W. Dean of Watergate, to whom I muse my mother
Martha Dean was related. 

Trustworthiness is subject to the tale of the tran-
scribed recording. It is work, but for me shut the
mouths of yokels who denied what they'd said to
this yankee in their midst. Plus, most sources get
named up front.

These fantasizers with their webillucinations
don't realize all they have to be is trustworthy,
just sit back and avoid writing "Wow, look at me!"
as their lead graf.

The trustworthiness test has to be applied.


